**APPEAL**

Was your performance affected by illness or other factors which you were unable or for valid reasons unwilling to divulge before the Progression & Award Board reached its decision?

Do you believe that the Progression and Award Board gave insufficient weight to any extenuating circumstances previously notified to Registry prior to the holding of the Board?

Do you believe that the examinations were not conducted in accordance with the current regulations as approved by Academic Council?

Do you believe there was a material administrative error or a material irregularity in assessment procedures which have made a real and substantial difference to your result?

---

**ASSESSMENT REVIEW**

Do you consider there was a substantial error of judgement on an element of your assessment?

Have you reviewed your script?

Can you identify the specific parts you consider to have been marked incorrectly?

Can you make a coherent academic argument as to why the grade awarded is incorrect?

---

**MODULE RECHECK**

Were you unable to attend consultation days?

Do you have certified medical evidence to show you were unable to attend?

Do you have documentation to show you were outside the country and unable to attend?

---

No Grounds For Appeal

You May Lodge an Appeal

Not Eligible for Assessment Review

You May Request an Assessment Review

Not Eligible for Module Recheck

You May Request a Module Recheck